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Abstract

Automatic Story Extraction for Photo

Stream via Coherence Recurrent

Convolutional Neural Network

Cesc Chunseong Park

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

College of Engineering

The Graduate School

Seoul National University

Due to advances in computing power, data gathering and researchers there

have been many improvements in artificial intelligence. Particularly, research

related to images has proceeded very quickly. Computers have a similar level of

cognitive abilities and can do many things that people can do through vision.

It became possible to see, understand and express. Among them, We will focus

on visual understanding and natural language expression. Various studies have

been conducted to understand visual information and express it in natural

language. One challenge that comes to the performance that a person can make

is the creation of image captions for Flickr30K [1] and MS COCO [2] dataset.

However, there is still a limit to simple data and tasks.

In this dissertation, we propose an approach for retrieving a sequence of

natural sentences for an image stream. We dill with more complex, non-refined

data compared to the previous work. This dissertation extends the preliminary

work of Park and Kim [3], and an amendment of it was submitted to IEEE

Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence.
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Since general users often take a series of pictures on their experiences, much

online visual information exists in the form of image streams, for which it would

better take into consideration of the whole image stream to produce natural

language descriptions. While almost all previous studies have dealt with the

relation between a single image and a single natural sentence, our work extends

both input and output dimension to a sequence of images and a sequence of sen-

tences. To this end, we propose a multimodal neural architecture called coher-

ence recurrent convolutional network (CRCN), which consists of convolutional

neural networks, bidirectional long short-term memory (LSTM) networks, and

an entity-based local coherence model. Our approach directly learns from vast

user-generated resource of blog posts as text-image parallel training data. We

collect more than 22K unique blog posts with 170K associated images for the

topics of NYC, Disneyland, Australia, and Hawaii. We demonstrate that our

approach outperforms other state-of-the-art image captioning candidate meth-

ods, using both quantitative measures and user studies via Amazon Mechanical

Turk.

Keywords: Deep learning, Recurrent Neural Network, Convolutional Neural

Network, Photo stream, Story extraction, Coherence, Image captioning, Natural

Language Processing

Student Number: 2015-21243
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recently there has been a hike of interest in automatically generating natural

language descriptions for images in the research of computer vision, natural

language processing, and machine learning (e.g . [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]).

This task is often referred to as image captioning. While most of existing work

aims at discovering the relation between a single image and a single natural

sentence, we extend both input and output dimension to a sequence of images

and a sequence of sentences, which may be an obvious next step toward joint

understanding of the visual content of images and language descriptions, albeit

under-addressed in current literature. Our problem setup is motivated by that

general users often take a series of pictures on their memorable moments. For

example, many people who visit New York City (NYC) would capture their

experiences with large image streams, and thus it would better take the whole

photo stream into consideration for the translation to a language description.

Fig.1.1 illustrates an intuition of our problem statement with an example

of visiting Australia. Our objective is, given a photo stream, to automatically

produce a sequence of natural language sentences that best describe the essence

of the input image set. To this end, we propose a novel multimodal architecture
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Figure 1.1 An intuition of our problem statement with an Australia example. We aim

at expressing an image stream with a sequence of natural sentences. (a) We leverage

natural blog posts to learn the relation between image streams and sentence sequences.

(b) We propose coherence recurrent convolutional networks (CRCN) that integrate con-

volutional networks, bidirectional recurrent networks, and the entity-based coherence

model. (c) Once we learn the CRCN model with blog posts, the model retrieves a fluent

and coherent sequence of sentences for a novel image stream.

named coherence recurrent convolutional networks (CRCN) that integrate con-

volutional neural networks for image description [14], bidirectional long short-

term memory (LSTM) networks for language modeling [15], and the local coher-

ence model [16] for encouraging a smooth flow between multiple sentences. Since

our problem deals with learning the semantic relations between long streams of

images and text, it is more challenging to obtain appropriate text-image paral-

2



lel corpus than previous research of single sentence generation. Our idea to this

issue is to directly leverage online unstructured blog posts as text-image parallel

training data, because usually a blog consists of a sequence of informative text

and multiple representative images that are carefully selected by authors in a

way of storytelling. See an example in Fig.1.1.(a).

We evaluate our approach with the blog datasets of the NYC, Disneyland,

Australia, and Hawaii, consisting of more than 22K blog posts with 170K as-

sociated images. Although we focus on the tourism topics in our experiments,

our approach is completely unsupervised and thus applicable to any domain

that has a large set of blog posts with images. We demonstrate the superior

performance of our approach by comparing with other state-of-the-art image

captioning alternatives, including [7, 8, 12]. We evaluate with quantitative mea-

sures of language similarity (i.e. BLEU [17], CIDEr [18], and METEOR [19]

scores) and retrieval accuracies (i.e. top-K recall and median rank). We also

perform user studies via Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to obtain general

users’ preference for sentence sequence output by different algorithms.

This paper extends the preliminary work of Park and Kim [3] in a number

of aspects. First, we make significant model changes after thorough experi-

mental comparisons. We replace the normal bidirectional RNNs of [3] with the

bidirectional LSTMs for language modeling. We also supplement a regulariza-

tion term to the cost function, and test with the insertion of ReLU activations

to our model. Second, we extend our datasets by newly crawling online blog

posts of two more topics, Australia, and Hawaii. Third, we describe more de-

tails of algorithms, implementation, and experimental setting throughout the

paper. Finally, we perform thorough experiments with more model variants to

validate the effects of individual building blocks of our algorithm. We present

in-depth analysis of results, including comparison of accuracies and variation

of training/validation losses.

To conclude the introduction, we highlight the main contributions of this

3



paper as follows.

• To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to address the problem

of expressing image streams with sentence sequences. We extend both

input and output to more elaborate forms with respect to a whole body of

existing methods: image streams instead of individual images and sentence

sequences instead of individual sentences.

• We develop a multimodal architecture of coherence recurrent convolu-

tional networks (CRCN), which integrates convolutional networks for im-

age representation, bidirectional LSTM networks for sentence modeling,

and the local coherence model for fluent transitions of sentences.

• We evaluate our method with large datasets of unstructured blog posts,

consisting of 22K blog posts with about 170K associated images. With

both quantitative evaluation and user studies, we show that our approach

is more successful than other state-of-the-art image captioning alterna-

tives in verbalizing an image stream.

4



Chapter 2

Related work

Real-world information is often represented by multiple data types; for example,

users’ experiences are captured by images or videos, which are often associated

with descriptive text like captions or tags. Thus there has been much work to

learn joint representation of core concepts inside the multi-modal data [20, 21].

We here survey several related papers of the three key categories that associate

visual and corresponding linguistic pieces of information.

Image captioning. Recently the image captioning has gained much at-

tention in computer vision and machine learning community; its objective is

to generate a concise descriptive sentence for an input image. One popular ap-

proach is to pose the text generation as a retrieval problem that learns ranking

and embedding between images and text, and then estimates the caption of a

test image via transfer from the sentences of its most similar training images

(e.g . [22, 23, 6, 12, 11, 24]. Different ideas are used to embeds both images

and sentences into a common semantic space, including triplets of objects, ac-

tions, and scenes in [22], kernel canonical correlation analysis in [6], dependency

tree-recursive neural networks (DT-RNN) in [11], and conditional random field

models on abstract scenes in [24]. Our method partly involves the text retrieval,

5



because we search for candidate sentences from training database for each of

a query image stream. However, we then create a final paragraph by consider-

ing both compatibilities between individual images and text, and the coherence

that captures text relatedness at the level of sentence-to-sentence transitions.

Many recent works have exploited multimodal networks that combine deep

convolutional neural networks (CNN) [14] for image description and recurrent

neural networks (RNN) [25] for language sequence modeling. Notable examples

of previous architectures in this category includes the CNNs with bidirectional

RNNs [7], long-term recurrent convolutional nets [5], long-short term memory

nets [13], deep Boltzmann machines [21], dependency-tree RNNs [11], attention

neural models [26] and other variants of multimodal RNNs [27, 28]. Although

our method takes advantage of such recent progress of multimodal neural net-

works, our work is distinctive from a whole body of existing methods in that

we extend the problem to address the relational learning between sequences

of images and sequences of text, which have not been explored so far. More-

over, our major novelty is that we integrate the multimodal neural networks

with the coherence model as a unified end-to-end architecture to retrieve fluent

sequential multiple sentences.

Similarly to this work, [23] and [29] also directly leverage a large collection of

raw (possibly noisy) online data, such as news articles with images and captions

in [29] and Flickr images annotated with noisy tags, titles, and descriptions in

[23]. On the other hand, our work exploits a different source of blog posts as

parallel image-to-text sequence datasets, which have not been explored prior.

Image/video retrieval from structured queries. This direction of work

goes beyond conventional keyword-based image/video retrieval, and allows struc-

tured queries. Some important examples include image ranking and retrieval

based on visual phrases [30], multiple-attribute queries [31], and graph-structured

object queries [32]. In [33], three different query modalities (e.g . text, sketch,

and images) are merged into a common semantic space as a complex query for

6



image retrieval. Lin et al . [34] propose a method for video search using a sen-

tence as a query in the context of autonomous driving. Recently, Hu et al . [35]

address a task of natural language object retrieval, that takes both an image

and associate phrases, and localize bounding box regions in the image for each

phrase query. In [36], given a pair of an image and text, they generate region

proposals and phrase candidates, and learn a CCA-based embedding algorithm

to rank and retrieve region proposals for each phrase. Kong et al . [37] take

an RGB-D scene and a sentence as input, and then find the correspondences

between the scene regions and text phrases. Compared to this line of research,

our work is unique in two aspects of query input and retrieval output; first, our

query structure is a paragraph, instead of phrases or a single sentence of pre-

vious work. Second, the retrieval targets are also image sequences rather than

individual images or regions.

Kim et al . [38] address the retrieval of image sequences for a query para-

graph, which is the opposite direction of our problem. They propose a latent

structural SVM framework to learn the semantic relevance relations from text

to image sequences. However, their model is dedicated only for the image se-

quence retrieval, and thus not applicable to the sentence retrieval.

Other vision and language tasks. Our work is also remotely related to

video captioning (e.g . [5, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]) since input is a sequence of images.

Although several early models successfully tackle the video captioning problem

based on the frameworks of CRF [39], topic models [40], and hierarchical seman-

tic models [41], the recent advance in deep neural models have led substantial

progress for video captioning lately. Especially, multi-modal recurrent neural

network models have been exploited as a dominant approach, which includes

[5, 42, 43]. However, videos and image streams have different characteristics;

for example, unlike videos, consecutive images in the streams may show sharp

changes of visual content, which cause the abrupt discontinuity between con-

secutive sentences. Thus the coherence model, which has not been proposed for

7



video captioning, is more demanded to make output passages fluent for image

streams.

Another emerging topic in joint understanding of images and natural lan-

guage is visual question answering [44, 45, 46, 47], whose objective is to provide

an answer of a sentence, a phrase or a single word for a given image and a

freestyle text question about the content of the image. However, the problem

setting and the objective are different; since our objective is sentence sequence

prediction for an image stream, the input does not include text, and the out-

put text is not necessarily an answer about the image content, but a long text

passage that describes the essence of an input image stream.

8



Chapter 3

Problem Statement

The objective of our approach is to generate a sequence of sentences {Tq}Nq=1

for a query image stream {Iq}Nq=1. We assume that a single image corresponds

to a single sentence, and the output sentences come from training data. Many

existing sentence generation models (e.g . [7, 28]) combine words or phrases from

training data to generate a sentence for a novel test image. Our approach is one

level higher; we use sentences from training database to author a sequence of

sentences for a novel image stream. Although our model can be easily extended

to use words or phrases as basic building blocks, such granularity makes input

sequences too long to train the language model (e.g . if a single sentence has a

length of 10 words on average and each sequence sample consists of 10 sentences,

the input length is 100). Note that such long input sequences may cause several

difficulties for learning the RNN models; for example, the vanishing gradient

effect is a well-known hardship to backpropagate an error signal through a

long-range temporal interval. Therefore, we design our approach that retrieves

individual candidate sentences for each query image from training database

and crafts a best sentence sequence, considering both the fitness of individual

image-to-sentence pairs and coherence between consecutive sentences.

9
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Figure 3.1 Illustration of (a) pre-processing steps of blog posts, and (b) the proposed

CRCN architecture. (a) For each blog post, we perform text segmentation and summa-

rization to associate a single sentence to each image (chapter 3.2). We then extract the

paragraph vector pt and a parse tree Zt (chapter 3.3). (b) The BLSTM model captures

the flow of text content from sentence descriptors pt (chapter 4.1), and the local co-

herence model represents the coherence of a passage from parse trees Zt (chapter 4.2).

The output of the BLSTM and the coherence models are mixed via two fully-connected

layers (chapter 4.3). Finally, a compatibility score between a pair of image and sentence

sequences is computed (chapter 4.4).
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# unique posts # images

NYC 11,861 78,467

Disneyland 7,717 60,545

Australia 1,774 17,971

Hawaii 1,282 13,476

Table 3.1 Statistics of blog datasets. We present the numbers of unique posts and

associated images for four tourism topics.

3.1 Blog Datasets

As image-text parallel training data, we collect blog posts of the four topics:

NYC, Disneyland, Australia, and Hawaii. We reuse the blog data of NYC and

Disneyland from the dataset of [3], and newly collect the data of Australia, and

Hawaii using the same crawling method with [38, 3], in which we first crawl

blog posts and their associated pictures from two popular blog publishing sites,

blogspot and wordpress by changing query terms from Google search. Then,

we manually select the travelogue posts that describe stories and events with

multiple images. Table 3.1 summarizes the statistics of our dataset including

the number of unique posts and associated images.

As a problem domain, we focus on tourism topics, mainly because it is

easy to obtain abundant visual and textual data. However, our approach is

unsupervised, and thus is applicable to any domain that has a large set of blog

posts with images; more broadly, any mixed image and text media.

We assume that each blog post is a sequence of image-sentence pairs: Bl =

{(I l1, T l
1),· · ·, (I lN l , T

l
N l)} ∈B. We denote the size of input blogs by L = |B|. In

the following we first discuss how to pre-process each post of our blog dataset

B. Fig.3.1.(a) shows the summary of pre-processing steps for blog posts.

11



3.2 Blog Pre-processing

We assume that blog authors augment their text with multiple images in a se-

mantically meaningful manner. In order to decompose each blog into a sequence

of images and associated text, we first perform text segmentation and then text

summarization. The purpose of text segmentation is to divide the input blog

text into a set of text segments, each of which is associated with a single image.

Thus, the number of segments is identical to the number of images in the blog.

The objective of text summarization is to reduce each text segment into a single

key sentence. As a result of these two processes, we can transform each blog

into a form of Bl = {(I l1, T l
1 ), · · · , (I l

T l , T l
T l)}.

Text segmentation. We first divide the blog passage into text blocks ac-

cording to paragraphs. We apply a standard paragraph tokenizer of NLTK [48]

that uses rule-based regular expressions to detect paragraph divisions. We then

use the heuristics based on the image-to-text block distances proposed in [49].

Simply, we assign each text block to the image that has the minimum index

distance where each text block and image is counted as a single index distance

in the blog.

Text summarization. We summarize each text segment into a single key

sentence. We apply the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)-based summarization

method [50], which uses the singular value decomposition to obtain the con-

cept dimension of sentences, and then recursively finds the most representative

sentences that maximize the inter-sentence similarity for each topic in a text

segment.

Data augmentation. The data augmentation is a well-known technique for

convolutional neural networks to improve image classification performance [14].

Its basic idea is to artificially increase the number of training examples by ap-

plying transformations, horizontal reflection, or adding noise to training images.

We empirically observe that this idea improves performance in our problem as

12



well. For each image-sentence sequence of blog Bl = {(I l1, T l
1), · · · , (I lT l , T

l
T l)},

we augment each sentence T l
t with multiple sentences for training. That is, when

we perform the LSA-based text summarization, we select top-κ highest ranked

summary sentences, among which the top-ranked one becomes the summary

sentence for the associated image, and all the top-κ ones are used for training

in our model. With a slight abuse of notation, we let T l
t to denote both the

single summary sentence and κ augmented sentences. We choose κ = 3 after

thorough multiple tests.

3.3 Text Description

Once we represent each text segment with κ sentences, we extract the para-

graph vector [51] to represent the content of text. The paragraph vector is a

neural-network based unsupervised algorithm that learns fixed-length feature

representation from variable-length pieces of passage. We train 300-dimensional

dense vector representation from the scratch separately from each of four blog

datasets using the gensim doc2vec code, which runs until it discriminates well

between the pre-defined similar word and dissimilar word sets (i.e. semantic

representation performance). Once the parameter vector is trained, they are

fixed for all experiments. We try multiple dimensions beyond 300, but there is

very little difference in the performance. We use pt to denote the paragraph

vector representation for text Tt.

We also extract a parse tree for each summary sentence Tt to identify coref-

erent entities and grammatical roles of the words. We use the Stanford core

NLP library [4]. The parse trees are used as input to the local coherence model,

which will be explained in chapter 4.2.
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Chapter 4

Our Architecture

Fig.3.1.(b) illustrates the architecture of our CRCN. It consists of three main

components, which are convolutional neural networks (CNN) [14] for image

representation, bidirectional long short-term memory network (BLSTM) [15] for

sentence sequence modeling, and the local coherence model [16] for smooth flow

of multiple sentences. Each data stream is a variable-length sequence of image-

text pairs denoted by {(I1, T1), · · · , (IN , TN )}. We use t ∈ {1, · · · , N} to denote

a position of a sentence/image in a sequence. The CNN and the BLSTM model

sequentially take each image and sentence respectively, while the coherence

model takes a whole sentence sequence as input. For the CNN component, our

choice is the VGGNet [52] that represents images as 4,096-dimensional vectors.

We discuss the details of our BRNN and coherence model in chapter 4.1 and

chapter 4.2 respectively, and finally present how to combine the output of the

three components to create a single compatibility score between a sentence

sequence and an image stream in chapter 4.3.
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4.1 The BLSTM Model

The role of the BLSTM model is to represent a content flow of text sequences.

In our problem, the bidirectional LSTMs are more suitable than the normal

LSTMs, because the BLSTMs can simultaneously model forward and backward

streams, which allow us to consider both previous and next sentences for content

understanding of each sentence. As shown in Fig.3.1.(b), our BLSTM model has

five layers: input layer, forward/backward layer, output layer, and ReLU acti-

vation layer, which are finally merged with that of the coherence model into two

fully-connected layers. Note that each text is represented by 300-dimensional

paragraph vector pt as discussed in chapter 3.3. The exact form of our BLSTM

model is as follows. See Fig.3.1.(b) together for better understanding.

ift = σ(W f
i pt +W f

hih
f
t−1 + bfi ) (4.1)

ibt = σ(W b
i pt +W b

hih
b
t−1 + bbi)

fft = σ(W f
f pt +W f

hfh
f
t−1 + bff ) (4.2)

f bt = σ(W b
fpt +W b

hfh
b
t−1 + bbf )

oft = σ(W f
o pt +W f

hoh
f
t−1 + bfo ) (4.3)

obt = σ(W b
opt +W b

hoh
b
t−1 + bbo)

cft = fft � c
f
t−1 + ift � tanh(W f

c pt +W f
hch

f
t−1 + bfc ) (4.4)

cbt = f bt � cbt−1 + ibt � tanh(W b
c pt +W b

hch
b
t−1 + bbc)

hft = oft � tanh(cft ) (4.5)

hbt = obt � tanh(cbt)

yt = ReLU(W f
y h

f
t +W b

yh
b
t + by) (4.6)

The BLSTM model takes a sequence of text vectors pt as input. We then

compute it, ft, ct, ot, and ht, which are the input, forget, memory, output and
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hidden state of the LSTM at location t, respectively. Note that we create two

independent forward and backward units for each of them. We set the activation

function σ to the hard sigmoid, which is an approximated element-wise sigmoid

(x) = 1/(1+exp (−x)). The final activation of the BLSTM yt can be regarded as

a description for the content of the sentence at location t, which also implicitly

encodes the flow of the sentence and its surrounding context in the sequence.

The parameter sets to learn include weights {W f
∗ ,W

b
∗} ∈ R300×300 and biases

{bf∗ , bb∗} ∈ R300×1.

4.2 The Local Coherence Model

The BLSTM model can capture the flow of text content, but it lacks learning

the coherence of passage that reflects distributional, syntactic, and referential

information between discourse entities. Thus, we explicitly include a local co-

herence model based on [16], which focuses on resolving the patterns of local

transitions of discourse entities (i.e. coreferent noun phrases) in the whole text.

As shown in Fig.3.1.(b), we first extract a parse tree for every summarized text

denoted by Zt, and then concatenate all sequenced parse trees into a large one,

from which we make an entity grid for the whole text sequence. The entity grid

is a table where each row corresponds to a discourse entity and each column

represents a sentence. Grammatical roles are expressed by three categories and

one for absent (i.e. not referenced in the sentence): S (subjects), O (objects),

X (other than subject or object) and −(absent). After making the entity grid,

we enumerate the transitions of the grammatical roles of entities. We set the

history parameter to three, which means we can obtain 43 = 64 transition

descriptions (e.g . SO− or OOX). By computing the ratio of the occurrence

frequency of each transition, we create a 64-dimensional representation that

captures the coherence of a sequence. Finally, we make this descriptor to a 300-

dimensional vector by zero-padding, and forward it to ReLU layer as done for

the BLSTM output. We use q to denote the final 300-dimensional output vector
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Summarization

T1

One of the hallway arches inside of the library.

T2

As we walked through the library I noticed an 
exhibit called lunch hour nyc it captured my 
attention as I had also taken a tour of nyc …

T3

Here is the top of the Chrysler building 
everyone's favorite skyscraper in New York.

T4

After leaving the NYPL we walked along 
42nd st.

T5

We walked down fifth avenue from Rockefeller 
centre checking out the windows in SAKs the 
designer stores and eventually making our way …

Parse Tree

Z1
(ROOT (S (NP (NP (CD One)) (PP (IN of) (NP 
(DT the) (NN hallway)))) (VP (VBZ arches) (NP 
(NP (NN inside)) (PP (IN of) (NP (DT the) (NN ..

Z2
(ROOT (S (SBAR (IN As) (S (NP (PRP we)) (VP 
(VBD walked) (PP (IN through) (NP (DT the) (NN 
library)))))) (NP (PRP I)) (VP (VBD noticed) 
(SBAR (S (NP (DT an) (NN exhibit)) (VP (VBD ..

Z3
(ROOT (S (NP (RB Here)) (VP (VBZ is) (NP (NP 
(DT the) (NN top)) (PP (IN of) (NP (NP (NP (DT 
the) (NNP Chrysler) (NN building) (NN everyone) 
(POS 's)) (JJ favorite) (NN skyscraper)) (PP (IN ..

Z4
(ROOT (PP (IN After) (S (VP (VBG leaving) (NP 
(NP (DT the) (NN nypl)) (SBAR (S (NP (PRP we)) 
(VP (VBD walked) (PP (IN along) (NP (NNP …

Z5
(ROOT (S (NP (PRP We)) (VP (VBD walked) (PRT 
(RP down)) (NP (NP (NNP fifth) (NNP avenue)) 
(PP (IN from) (NP (NP (NNP rockefeller) (NNP 
centre)) (VP (VBG checking) (PRT (RP out)) …

ONE  S -- -- -- --             
HALLWAY X -- -- -- --              

INSIDE O -- -- -- --             
LIBRARY X X -- -- X             
EXHIBIT  -- S -- -- --               
LUNCH  -- X -- -- --                

HOUR  -- S -- -- --                 
NYC  -- X -- -- --           

ATTENTION  -- O -- -- --                
TOUR  -- O -- -- --                
FOOD  -- X -- -- --               

CARTS  -- X -- -- --                
TRIP  -- X -- -- --                

HERE -- -- S -- --                 
TOP  -- -- O -- --            

CHRYSLER  -- -- X -- --            
BUILDING  -- -- X -- --            

EVERYONE  -- -- X -- --          
SKYSCRAPER  -- -- X -- --                 

NEW  -- -- X -- X                
YORK  -- -- X -- X                
NYPL  -- -- -- O --                
42ND  -- -- -- X --                 

ST.  -- -- -- X --               
FIFTH  -- -- -- -- X              

AVENUE  -- -- -- -- X         
ROCKEFELLER  -- -- -- -- X              

CENTRE  -- -- -- -- X             
WINDOWS  -- -- -- -- X            
DESIGNER  -- -- -- -- X              

STORES  -- -- -- -- O                 
WAY  -- -- -- -- O

Entity Grid

-- -- --
-- -- O     
-- -- S
-- -- X
-- O --
-- O O
-- O S
-- O X
-- S O
-- S X
-- X O
-- X S
-- X X
O -- --
O -- O
O -- S
O -- X
O O --
O O O
O O S
O O X

X S O
X S S
X S X
X X --
X X O
X X S
X X X

Entity Feature 

0.354
0.041
0.010
0.156
0.042
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.031
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.135
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.042
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.010
0.000
0.000
0.000

(b)(a) (c) (d)

Figure 4.1 An example to show the process of extracting features from the local

coherece model. (a) Our summarized paragraphs from blog posts. (b) We make parse

tree by using Stanford core NLP library [4]. (c) We extract entity grid from the local

coherece model. (d) We can obtain 43 = 64 trainsition descriptions.

of the coherence model.

Fig. 4.1 shows the process of applying local coherence model in detail.

4.3 Combination of CNN, RNN, and Coherence Model

After the ReLU activation layers of the BLSTM and the coherence model, their

output (i.e. {yt}Nt=1 and q) goes through two fully-connected (FC) layers, whose

role is to decide a proper combination of the BLSTM language factors and the

coherence factors. We drop the bias terms for the fully-connected layers, and the

dimensions of parameters are Wf1 ∈ R512×300, Wf2 ∈ R4,096×512, ot, q ∈ R300×1,

st, g ∈ R4,096×1, O ∈ R300×N , and S ∈ R4,096×N . Empirically, adding two fully-

connected layers produces better results than directly use ReLU layer output

to compute the scores.
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[S|g] = Wf2Wf1[O|q], where (4.7)

O = [o1|o2|..|oN ]; S = [s1|s2|..|sN ].

We use the shared parameters for O and q so that the output mixes well

the interaction between the content flows and coherency. In our tests, such

joint learning outperforms learning the two terms with separate parameters.

We assign 0.5 dropout rates to the two layers. Empirically, it improves the

generalization performance over a single fully-connected layer with dropout.

4.4 Training the CRCN

To train our CRCN model, we first define the compatibility score between an

image stream and a paragraph sequence. While our score function is inspired by

Karpathy et al . [7], there are three major differences. First, the score function

of [7] deals between sentence fragments and image fragments, and thus the algo-

rithm considers all combinations between them to find out the best matching.

On the other hand, we define the score by an ordered and paired compatibility

between a sentence sequence and an image sequence. Second, we also add the

term that measures the relevant coherence between an image sequence and a

text sequence. Third, we find out that the L2 regularization of the cost func-

tion further improves performance of CRCN model, which will be discussed in

Eq.(4.9). Finally, the score Skl for a sentence sequence k and an image stream

l is defined by

Skl =
∑

t=1...N

skt · vlt + gk · vlt (4.8)
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where vlt denotes the 4,096-dimensional CNN feature vector for t-th image of

stream l, and gk and skt are the output of Eq.(4.7) for a sentence sequence k. N

is the length of the image stream (the same with that of a sentence sequence).

We then define the cost function to train our CRCN model as follows [7].

C(θ) =
∑
k

[∑
l

max(0, 1 + Skl − Skk) (4.9)

+
∑
l

max(0, 1 + Slk − Skk)
]

+
λ

2

∑
w∈W

‖w‖2 ,

where W = {W f
∗ ,W

b
∗} and λ = 0.1

where Skk denotes the score between a positive training pair of corresponding

image and sentence sequence. The objective, based on the max-margin struc-

tured loss, encourages aligned image-sentence sequence pairs to have a higher

score by a margin than misaligned pairs. For each positive training example, we

randomly sample 99 negative examples from the training set. Note that each

negative example has a random length, and is sampled from the dataset of a

wide range of content, and thus it is extremely unlikely that negative examples

are similar to positive ones.

Optimization. We use the backpropagation through time (BPTT) algo-

rithm [53] to train our model. We apply the stochastic gradient descent (SGD)

with mini-batches of 100 data streams. We randomly shuffle the training data

streams in every epoch. Among many SGD techniques, we select RMSprop op-

timizer [54], which leads the best performance in our experiments. We initialize

the weights of our CRCN model using the method of He et al. [55], which is

robust in deep rectified models. We observe that it is better than a simple

Gaussian random initialization, although our model is not extremely deep.
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4.5 Prediction of Sentence Sequences

At test time, the objective is to predict a best sentence sequence for a given

query image stream {Iq1, · · · , IqN}. First, we select K-nearest images for each

query image from training database using the `2-distance on the CNN VG-

GNet fc7 features [52]. We choose K = 5 in our experiments. We then generate

a candidate set of sentence sequences C by concatenating the sentences associ-

ated with the K-nearest training images at each location t. Finally, we use our

learned CRCN model to compute the compatibility score between the query

image stream and each sequence candidate, according to which we rank the

candidates. However, one major difficulty of this scenario is that there are ex-

ponentially many candidates (i.e. |C| = KN ). To resolve this issue, we use an

approximate divide-and-conquer strategy; we recursively halve the problem into

subproblems, until the size of the subproblem is manageable. Note that if we

halve the search candidate length Q times, then the search space of each sub-

problem becomes KN/2Q . For example, if the query image stream has a length

of N = 10, and if we halve the candidate length Q = 2 times, then we have

four subproblems whose sizes are [2, 3, 2, 3]; thus the size of the search space is

2 · 52 + 2 · 53 instead of 510. Using the beam search idea, we first find the top-M

best sequence candidates in the subproblem of the lowest level, and recursively

increase the candidate lengths while the maximum candidate size is limited to

M . We set M = 50.

Although it is an approximate search, our experiments assure that it achieves

almost optimal solutions with plausible combinatorial search, mainly because

the local fluency and coherence is undoubtedly necessary for the global one. That

is, in order for a whole sentence sequence to be fluent and coherent, its any sub-

parts must be as well. With the previous example, in order for a sequence of 10

sentences to be fluent and coherent, each of its subparts of 2, 3, 2, and 3 local

sentences should be fluent and coherent too.
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Chapter 5

Experiments

We compare the performance of our approach with other state-of-the-art can-

didate methods via quantitative measures and user studies using Amazon Me-

chanical Turk (AMT). We make public our source code and datasets for the

better understanding of our algorithm and performance comparison at https:

//github.com/cesc-park/CRCN.

5.1 Experimental Setting

Task. For quantitative evaluation, we randomly split our dataset into 80% as

a training set, 10% as a validation, and the others as a test set. For each test

post, we use the image sequence as a query Iq and the sequence of summarized

sentences as groundtruth TG. We evaluate the algorithms with two different

tasks; prediction and ranking/retrieval. In the prediction task, each algorithm

predicts the best sequence for a query image stream so that ideally the pre-

dicted sequence matches well with TG. Since the training and test data are

disjoint, each algorithm predicts similar (but not identical) sentences at best.

In the second ranking/retrieval task, given a query image stream and all the
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Language metrics Retrieval metrics

B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 CIDEr METEOR R@1 R@5 R@10 MedRank

New York City

(DTW-1NN) [38] 18.45 1.03 0.04 0.00 2.00 5.60 5.56 13.89 19.64 63.5

(CNN+LSTM) [13] 21.31 3.65 0.57 0.14 9.1 5.73 0.95 5.24 8.57 84.5

(CNN+RNN) [7] 6.21 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.5 1.34 0.48 2.86 4.29 120.5

(MLBL-F) [8] 21.03 1.92 0.12 0.01 4.3 6.03 0.71 4.52 7.86 87.0

(MLBL-B) [8] 20.43 1.54 0.09 0.01 2.6 5.30 0.48 3.57 5.48 101.5

(LBL) [8] 20.96 1.68 0.08 0.01 2.6 5.29 1.19 4.52 7.38 100.5

(GloMatch) [12] 19.00 1.59 0.04 0.0 2.80 5.17 0.24 2.62 4.05 95.00

(1NN) 25.97 3.42 0.60 0.22 15.9 7.06 5.95 13.57 20.71 63.50

(RCN+BRNN) 27.09 5.45 2.56 2.10 33.5 7.87 3.80 18.33 30.24 29.00

(CRCN+BRNN) 26.83 5.37 2.57 2.08 30.9 7.69 11.67 31.19 43.57 14.00

(CRCN+BRNN+L2) 27.12 5.39 2.52 2.05 33 10.9 12.14 32.38 44.52 15.0

(CRCN+BRNN+ReLU) 27.15 5.24 2.37 1.92 26 10.8 7.38 22.38 32.38 23.5

(CRCN+BLSTM+L2) 26.86 5.42 2.56 2.07 35.0 10.9 18.33 45.0 55.95 8.0

(CRCN+BLSTM+ReLU+L2) 26.60 5.05 2.21 1.76 30 10.7 15.24 34.76 49.76 11.0

Table 5.1 Evaluation of sentence generation for the NYC dataset with language

similarity metrics (BLEU, CIDEr, METEOR) and retrieval metrics (R@K, me-

dian Rank). A better performance is indicated by higher BLEU, CIDEr, ME-

TEOR, higher R@K, and lower median rank values.
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Language metrics Retrieval metrics

B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 CIDEr METEOR R@1 R@5 R@10 MedRank

Disneyland

(DTW-1NN) [38] 15.58 1.03 0.04 0.01 2.00 5.40 3.61 16.11 26.38 31.00

(CNN+LSTM) [13] 27.99 3.55 0.38 0.08 10.0 4.51 3.06 8.16 14.29 65.0

(CNN+RNN) [7] 6.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.4 1.34 1.02 3.40 5.78 88.0

(MLBL-F) [8] 15.75 1.61 0.07 0.01 4.9 7.12 0.68 4.08 10.54 63.0

(MLBL-B) [8] 15.65 1.32 0.05 0.00 3.8 5.83 0.34 2.72 6.80 69.0

(LBL) [8] 18.94 1.70 0.06 0.01 3.4 4.99 1.02 4.08 7.82 62.0

(GloMatch) [12] 11.94 0.37 0.01 0.00 2.2 4.31 2.04 5.78 7.48 73.0

(1NN) 25.92 3.34 0.71 0.38 19.5 7.46 9.18 19.05 27.21 45.0

(RCN+BRNN) 28.15 6.84 4.11 3.52 51.3 8.87 5.10 20.07 28.57 29.5

(CRCN+BRNN) 28.40 6.88 4.11 3.49 52.7 8.78 14.29 31.29 43.20 16.0

(CRCN+BLSTM+L2) 28.49 7.10 4.34 3.73 42 12.4 19.39 44.90 55.44 7.0

Table 5.2 Evaluation of sentence generation for the Disneyland dataset with

language similarity metrics (BLEU, CIDEr, METEOR) and retrieval metrics

(R@K, median Rank). A better performance is indicated by higher BLEU,

CIDEr, METEOR, higher R@K, and lower median rank values.

Language metrics Retrieval metrics

B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 CIDEr METEOR R@1 R@5 R@10 MedRank

Australia

(DTW-1NN) [38] 15.09 1.17 0.03 0.00 2.00 3.30 10.28 30.84 46.73 13.0

(CNN+LSTM) [13] 25.36 3.90 0.29 0.06 8.4 5.10 6.80 17.48 33.01 22.0

(CNN+RNN) [7] 11.78 1.36 0.10 0.01 6.3 2.97 1.94 10.68 28.15 19.0

(MLBL-F) [8] 18.11 1.70 0.03 0.00 2.3 5.73 0.97 7.77 18.45 25.0

(MLBL-B) [8] 21.46 1.83 0.06 0.00 4.8 5.16 1.94 9.71 24.27 25.0

(LBL) [8] 17.23 1.46 0.04 0.00 4.2 5.59 1.94 9.71 21.36 21.0

(GloMatch) [12] 15.95 1.64 0.14 0.00 2.6 3.74 0.97 12.62 20.39 23.0

(1NN) 26.03 3.29 0.48 0.13 22.2 6.65 18.44 36.89 47.57 12.0

(RCN+BRNN) 29.41 7.61 4.80 4.26 56.5 7.91 2.91 22.33 30.10 21.0

(CRCN+BRNN) 28.62 6.95 4.11 3.56 54.5 8.23 15.53 37.86 51.46 10.0

(CRCN+BLSTM+L2) 29.76 7.44 4.41 3.84 71 11.2 19.42 49.51 65.05 6.00

Table 5.3 Evaluation of sentence generation for the Australia dataset with

language similarity metrics (BLEU, CIDEr, METEOR) and retrieval metrics

(R@K, median Rank). A better performance is indicated by higher BLEU,

CIDEr, METEOR, higher R@K, and lower median rank values.
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Language metrics Retrieval metrics

B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 CIDEr METEOR R@1 R@5 R@10 MedRank

Hawaii

(DTW-1NN) [38] 21.28 1.46 0.05 0.00 3.00 5.00 16.00 38.67 52.00 10.00

(CNN+LSTM) [13] 35.61 4.67 0.21 0.03 4.8 4.51 2.37 24.24 42.42 13.5

(CNN+RNN) [7] 12.73 1.54 0.13 0.01 7.1 1.34 3.03 19.70 42.42 13.5

(MLBL-F) [8] 22.32 2.13 0.10 0.01 6.5 6.65 7.57 28.79 40.91 13.0

(MLBL-B) [8] 22.75 2.63 0.23 0.01 8.2 7.60 3.03 19.70 36.36 16.0

(LBL) [8] 18.83 1.59 0.06 0.01 6.5 7.31 6.06 19.69 34.85 16.5

(GloMatch) [12] 17.15 1.43 0.01 0.00 4.1 5.65 1.51 12.12 33.33 16.0

(1NN) 28.55 4.00 0.50 0.11 20.8 6.65 12.12 30.30 50.0 10.5

(RCN+BRNN) 29.23 6.14 2.68 2.07 36.4 7.17 15.15 48.48 63.64 6.0

(CRCN+BRNN) 28.79 5.43 2.21 1.63 34.9 7.50 25.76 56.06 71.21 4.0

(CRCN+BLSTM+L2) 29.48 5.71 2.42 1.83 43.0 10.8 37.88 66.67 83.33 2.5

Table 5.4 Evaluation of sentence generation for the Hawaii dataset with lan-

guage similarity metrics (BLEU, CIDEr, METEOR) and retrieval metrics

(R@K, median Rank). A better performance is indicated by higher BLEU,

CIDEr, METEOR, higher R@K, and lower median rank values.

test text sequences, each algorithm assigns the ranking value to each of test

sequences. Ideally, it aims to assign the highest score to the correct test se-

quence that corresponds to a given query image stream. The key difference for

our approach between the two tasks is that the prediction task requires the

prediction step described in chapter 4.5, while the ranking/retrieval task does

not. In other words, in the ranking/retrieval task, once we train our model, we

simply compute the costs of Eq.(4.9) between a given query image stream and

all the test sentence sequences. We then rank the test sequences by sorting in

a decreasing order of the costs.

For quantitative measures, we exploit three language similarity metrics for

the prediction task (i.e. BLEU [17], CIDEr [18], and METEOR [19] scores)

and retrieval accuracy metrics for the ranking/retrieval task (i.e. top-K recall

and median rank). These measures have been popularly used in text generation

literature [6, 7, 28, 11]. The top-K recall R@K is the recall rate of a groundtruth
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retrieval given top K candidates, and the median rank indicates the median

ranking value of the retrieved groundtruth. A better performance is indicated by

higher BLEU, CIDEr, METEOR, R@K scores, and lower median rank values.

Baselines. The sentence sequence generation from image streams has not

been addressed yet in previous research. Thus we instead extend several state-

of-the-art single-sentence image captioning models that have publicly available

codes as baselines, which include the log-bilinear multimodal models by Kiros et

al . [8], and recurrent convolutional models by Karpathy et al . [7] and Vinyals

et al . [13]. For [8], we use the three variants introduced in the paper, which

are the standard log-bilinear model (LBL), and two multi-modal extensions:

modality-based LBL (MLBL-B) and factored three-way LBL (MLBL-F). We use

the source code of [8] with minimal modification. Originally the LBL does not

take into account any image context at all; however, the code first finds K-NN

training images for each query image, and uses their associate text to generate

description. We use the NeuralTalk package authored by Karpathy et al . for

the baseline of [7] denoted by (CNN+RNN), and [13] denoted by (CNN+LSTM). As

the simplest baseline, we also compare with the global matching (GloMatch)

in [12], in which we find the nearest training image for each image of a query

stream using the Euclidean distance on the GIST and the RGB color feature of

32×32 tiny images as done in [12]. For all the baselines, we create final sentence

sequences by concatenating the sentences generated for individual images in

the query stream. To be fair, we use the same VGGNet fc7 feature [52] for all

the algorithms.

Since all the baselines have no scoring functions, we perform the rank-

ing/retrieval task as follows. For a given query image stream, each model first

generates or retrieves the best sentence sequence as output. Then we use the

BLEU values to calculate the similarity between the output and each test sen-

tence sequence, from which we rank the test sequences.

Variants of the CRCN. We also compare between different variants of our
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CRCN model to validate the contributions of key components of our method.

As the simplest one, we test the K-nearest search (1NN) without the RNN part;

for each image in a test query, we find its K(= 1) most similar training images

using the `2 distances on the CNN image descriptors, and simply concatenate

their associated sentences of the retrieved training images. In our previous paper

[3], our model used the normal bidirectional RNNs (BRNNs). Thus we test two

variants of our model denoted by (RCN+BRNN) and (CRCN+BRNN), whose main

difference is that the (RCN+BRNN) excludes the entity-based coherence model

from our method, while the (CRCN+BRNN) is a complete one.

In this paper, we additionally implement three different updates from the

previous model of [3]. First, we replace the BRNN with the BLSTM for language

modeling, which is denoted by (CRCN+BLSTM). The LSTM is known to work bet-

ter than the RNN for capturing sequence of long temporal intervals [15]. Second,

we add L2 regularization to the objective function in Eq.(4.9), which is denoted

by a suffix (+L2). The regularization is expected to alleviate the overfitting

problem. Third, we add the ReLU activation layer to each of the two fully-

connected layers that mix the output of the language model and the coherence

model in 4.3. This variant is denoted by a suffix (+ReLU). More specifically, we

use the following equation instead of Eq.(4.7).

S = ReLU(Wf2S
′ + bf2), (5.1)

S′ = ReLU(Wf1O + bf1), where

O = [o1|o2|..|oN ], S = [s1|s2|..|sN ].

5.2 Quantitative Results

Table 5.4 summarizes the quantitative results of experiments using both lan-

guage and retrieval metrics. In addition Fig.5.1 shows the comparison of training
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Figure 5.1 Comparison of training losses (left) and validation losses (right) be-

tween the variants of our model (CRCN+*) over first 45 epochs with the NYC

dataset. The variants of our model are as follows. (CRCN+BRNN): The original

CRCN model with BRNN proposed in our previous paper [3]. (CRCN+BRNN+L2):

the original CRCN with L2 regularization. (CRCN+BRNN+ReLU+L2): the orig-

inal CRCN with L2 regularization and ReLU activation in the FC layers.

(CRCN+BLSTM+L2): the CRCN with the BLSTM instead of the BRNN, and L2

regularization. (CRCN+BLSTM+ReLU+L2): the CRCN with the BLSTM, L2 regu-

larization, and ReLU activation in the FC layers.

losses and validation losses between the variants of our model (CRCN+*) over first

45 epochs with the NYC dataset. Overall, our approach (CRCN+*) outperforms,

with large margins, other state-of-the-art baselines, which generate passages

without consideration of coherent sentence-to-sentence transitions unlike ours.

The (MLBL-F) shows the best performance among the three models of [8] albeit

with a small margin. Among the mRNN-based baselines, the (CNN+LSTM) signif-

icantly outperforms the (CNN+RNN), because the LSTM units help learn models

from irregular and lengthy data of natural blogs more robustly.

We also observe that (CRCN+RNN) outperforms (1NN) and (RCN+RNN), espe-

cially with the retrieval metrics. It shows that the integration of two key compo-

nents, the BRNN and the coherence model, indeed contributes the performance

improvement. The (CRCN+RNN) is only slightly better than the (RCN+RNN) in lan-
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guage metrics but significantly better in retrieval metrics. It means that (RCN)

is fine with retrieving fairly good solutions, but not good at ranking the only

correct solution high compared to (CRCN+RNN). The small margins in language

metrics are also attributed by their inherent limitation; for example, the BLEU

focuses on counting the matches of n-gram words and thus is not good at com-

paring between sentences, even worse between paragraphs for fully evaluating

their fluency and coherency.

In the experiments, our novel BSLTM models show dramatic improvement

in terms of retrieval metrics for the ranking/retrieval task, but not much in

language metrics for the prediction task. Our model is trained to minimize the

cost of Eq.(4.9), which is directly used as an inverse of the ranking value for the

ranking/retrieval task. On the other hand, for the prediction task, we run the

divide-and-conquer strategy in chapter 4.5, in which we first find out the best

short text sequences, and then recursively discover the best longer sequences.

Since we only deal with sufficiently short text sequences in this prediction pro-

cess, the strength of the LSTM layers over the normal RNN layers does not

become dominant (i.e. the LSTM is known to be more stable than the RNN

over longer sequences).

For the NYC dataset, we perform more thorough comparison between seven

variants of our model as shown in Table 5.4 and Fig.5.1. We individually mea-

sure the effects of the BLSTM layers, L2 regularization, and the ReLU activa-

tion in the FC layers. We can make several observations as follows. First, the

BLSTM outperforms the BRNN; the improvement of the retrieval metrics is

more dominant than the language metrics. Second, the L2 regularization in-

deed helps enhance all the variants of our model slightly, by mitigating the

overfitting issue. We can also observe that this regularization reduces the mini-

mum validation loss as shown in Fig.5.1. Third, we find out that the addition of

ReLU layers to the fully-connected layers is also harmful for the performance,

especially in the retrieval metrics. We observe that the ReLU layers prevent
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the model from overfitting, as shown in the validation errors in Fig.5.1. How-

ever, as ReLU layers remove negative values from the FC layer output, the

skt and gk terms in Eq.(4.8) hardly match with vlt term, which also leads a

higher validation loss and performance degradation. Forth, even though the

(CRCN+BLSTM+L2) performs the best in the R@K metrics, its minimum losses

in Fig.5.1 are higher than those of (CRCN+RNN+*), because the BLSTM models

have more weight variables and thus their L2 norm in the regularization has a

higher value in the cost.

5.3 Qualitative Results

Fig.5.2–5.5 illustrate selected examples of sentence sequence retrieval for the

four topics of NYC, Disneyland, Australia, and Hawaii. In each set, we present

five images in a query stream (uniformly sampled if longer), and its correspond-

ing text output by our method and baselines. We limit the number of images for

illustration purpose. These qualitative examples demonstrate that our approach

is more successful than baselines to verbalize image sequences that include a

variety of content. The artifact 〈#〉 generated in the methods of [8] is caused

from its source code, which replaces numbers as 〈#〉.

As shown in Fig.5.2–5.5, our method (CRCN+BLSTM+*) clearly shows more

semantically relevant and coherent sentence sequences in most cases. From

qualitative analysis, we can summarize the characteristic patterns of differ-

ent methods as follows. The (CNN+RNN) tends to generate a few most frequent

words instead of full sentences. The (CNN+LSTM) usually generates identical sen-

tences repeatedly over individual images of an image stream. The (GloMatch)

shows the similar pattern of repeating the same sentences, mainly due to its

weak expressive power of the image descriptors (i.e. GIST and RGB color fea-

tures). The three baselines of [8] generates reasonable length of sentences. Both

(MLBL-B) and (MLBL-F) generate exactly the same sentences in most cases, and

their outputs have less relevant to corresponding query images than the (LBL).
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Baselines (GloMatch) (CNN+LSTM) (MLBL-B) (RCN+RNN) (RCN+RNN N>=8)

NYC 92.7% (139/150) 80.0% (120/150) 69.3% (104/150) 54.0% (81/150) 57.0% (131/230)

Disneyland 95.3% (143/150) 82.0% (123/150) 70.7% (106/150) 56.0% (84/150) 60.1% (143/238)

Table 5.5 The results of AMT pairwise preference tests for the two datasets

of NYC and Disneyland. We present the percentages of responses that turkers

vote for our (CRCN+RNN) over baselines. The length of query image streams is

fixed at 5 except the last column, which has lengths of 8–10. The number should

be higher than 50% to validate our approach.

Overall, the output sentences by all baselines do not show any coherence be-

tween consecutive sentences, because each sentence is separately generated per

image.

5.4 User Studies via Amazon Mechanical Turk

We perform user studies using AMT to observe general users’ preferences be-

tween the output of text sequences by different algorithms. Since our evaluation

involves multiple images and long passages of text, we design our AMT task

to be sufficiently simple for general turkers with no background knowledge. We

first randomly sample 100 test streams from the two datasets of NYC and Dis-

neyland. We first set the maximum number of images per query to five. If a

query is longer than that, we uniformly sample it to five. In an AMT test, we

show a query image stream Iq, and a pair of passages generated by our method

(CRCN+RNN) and one baseline in a random order. We ask turkers to choose more

agreed text sequence with Iq. We design the test as a pairwise comparison in-

stead of a multiple-choice question to make answering and analysis easier. The

questions look very similar to the examples of Fig.5.2–5.5. We obtain answers

from three different turkers for each query. Thus we obtain 1,200 answers in to-

tal (i.e. 100 test cases × 4 sets of questions × 3 turkers). We compare with four

baselines; we choose (MLBL-B) among the three variants of [8], and (CNN+LSTM)
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among mRNN-based methods. We also select (GloMatch), and (RCN) as the

variants of our method.

Table 5.5 shows the results of AMT tests, which validate that AMT an-

notators prefer our results to those of baselines. The (GloMatch) is the worst

because it uses too weak image representation (i.e. GIST and Tiny images).

The differences between (CRCN+RNN) and (RCN+RNN) (i.e. 4th column of Table

5.5) are not as significant as previous quantitative measures, mainly because

our query image stream is sampled to relatively short 5. The coherence be-

comes more critical as the passage is longer. To justify this argument, we run

another set of AMT tests in which we use 8–10 images per query. As shown

in the last column of Table 5.5, the performance margins between (CRCN+RNN)

and (RCN+RNN) become larger as the lengths of query image streams increase.

This result assures that as passages are longer, the coherence becomes more

important, and thus (CRCN+RNN)’s output is more preferred by turkers.
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(1) I've always known that Grand Central terminal is a 
beautiful beaux arts building … (2) Sitting under continuous arches lined with white 
tiles and illuminated by nautical themed chandeliers the Grand Central oyster bar and 
restaurant is one of my favorite places in New York city. (3) no tours were available 
but i did have a chance to view the many important rooms in the library … (4) And 
looking south towards the financial district you can just see liberty and Ellis islands to 
the right.  (5) Main concourse chock full of shops and dining options

(CRCN+BLSTM+L2)  

(1)                         (2)        (3)               (4) (5)(a)

(1) The empire state building in the background. (2) The next day 
we were able to see the Statue of Liberty and the Statue of Liberty in the background. 
(3) The empire state building in the background. (4) The empire state building in the 
background.  (5) He empire state building in the New York city is a symbol of the city 
and the empire state building.

(CNN+LSTM)   

(1) Dinner at my side we door dinner we sehen walking tour at Central 
Park. (2) Brockway shuttle rival. (3) These pedestrian gardens a beautiful wander 
between Delmon brewery on fowl overwhelmed produce. (4) Nicest kemper to check 
entertaining good call. (5) The large the grass in march led by the Feyzi climbs young 
centered upstate baseball WIFI announcer and popped

(MLBL-B)   

(1) View from under the Manhattan bridge. (2) A look up at 
the empire state building from the bus tour midtown Manhattan New York city …
(3) Either way it not only brought to my attention the importance of comma 
placement but the very different neighbourhoods of Manhattan each with their own 
style and attitude ... (4) View of a Chelsea street from the high line times sq and 
around not a square in the usual sense of the word the 'crossroads of the world' is an x 
shaped ...  (5) Every corner of this magnificent city is amazingly special.

(CRCN+BLSTM+L2)   

(1)                                       (2)    (3)       (4) (5)(b)

(1) View from under the Manhattan bridge. (2) A look up at the 
empire state building from the bus tour midtown Manhattan New York city …(3) 
House in Chelsea NYC after storm. (4) The freedom tower as seen from the corner of 
west 26th street and 6th avenue July 1st 2012  … (5) Here is Robert Hammond telling 
the true story of the high line at the Harvard …

(RCN+BRNN)   

(1) The empire state building in the background. (2) The statue of 
liberty was a colossal neoclassical in the museum of the empire state building in the 
background. (3) The next day we went to the hotel and the first of the city was a bit of 
the city. (4) The statue of liberty was a colossal neoclassical in the museum of the 
empire state building in the background. (5) The statue of liberty was a colossal 
neoclassical in the museum of the empire state building in the background.

(CNN+LSTM)   

Figure 5.2 Examples of sentence sequence retrieval for the topics of (a–b) NYC. In each

set, we present a part of a query image stream (i.e. five uniformly sampled images),

and its corresponding text output by our method and baselines.
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(1) While we're talking about this press event they also 
mentioned that this week's limited time magic would … (2) Once arriving … the 
magic kingdom is dramatically framed by arches under the picturesque station of the 
small replica ... (3) This theme park stage set creation actually forms a strikingly 
effective urban spatial sequence. (4) Yesterday i shared a piece of concept art for 
Liberty Square in Florida's magic kingdom a few thoughts on the attractions shops 
and dining options to be found. (5) This is going sound extremely cliche but i'll say it 
anyways we're going to head back to last year for an irrelevant look at magic kingdom 
park and take a peak at what holiday crowds were like. 

(CRCN+BLSTM+L2)  
(c) (1) (2)    (3)         (4) (5)

(1) With me and i went to Toontown yes and joy in cars place. (2) Carol 
voigt laying own saxophone fed ituse entirely forces of mentoring it cheering my 
other reason on journeying to pick out the phase in cars and see might cherish 
smoking and maybe here. (3) We coming into the little morning main street. 
(4) Shellfish right awesome pop land for squeaky tail while that incredibly my things 
well. (5) Wharf then this very all of the bumper hall. 

(LBL)  

( (1) Thursday night of our vacation week after a day in Disneys 
California Adventure and before heading into Disneyland we ate dinner at ralph 
brennans jazz kitchen in downtown Disney. (2) As much fun as we were having the 
course didn’t end here. (3) Disney California Adventure Park guests will be racing 
through ornament valley and cruising down route 66 when Cars Land opens. 
(4) There is nothing cooler than running down main street with Sleeping Beautys 
castle to welcome you! (5) Unlike the 5k our race did not finish in Cars Land but we 
did get to run through it..so cool!

(BLSTM+L2) 
(d) (1)                  (2)                     (3)                        (4)                            (5)

(MLBL-F) (1) A star ad we been stopped to us them at the back of them. (2) The 
watermelon ga liverungrow. (3) And attractions is along with more people and 
receive about <#> minutes of the dessert which from the tour is inpark chadd … 
(4) they go to airings in the much more of my addition to rippleswe. (5) And	route	the	
front	ten	miles.

Figure 5.3 Examples of sentence sequence retrieval for the topics of (c–d) Disney.

In each set, we present a part of a query image stream (i.e. five uniformly sampled

images), and its corresponding text output by our method and baselines.
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(1) We were enjoying the view along the drive. (2) From 
Omeo we drove the bogong high plains road fully paved only a year earlier up to 
falls creek for a day (3) Michael told us that there is a high chance on this route to 
see a fantail pwakawaka which is an iconic NN bird that we hadn't seen yet on this 
trip. (4) The ups and downs in the route was making the trek more difficult to us. 
(5) We spent our only full day in bright driving to the top of the great alpine road and 
walking out the razorback to mount feathertop.

(CRCN+BLSTM+L2) 
(a)

(1) The Perth city skyline. (2) The beach area on the right side of 
the picture is seven mile beach where we ate lunch. (3) There's arguably the best 
lookout of perth city and the swan river up in kings park. (4) Salvia Greggii White 
Autumn sage. (5) We spent our only full day in bright driving to the top of the great 
alpine road and walking out the razorback to mount feathertop. 

(RCN+BRNN) 

(1) Welcome to tour downunder western Australia. (2) welcome to 
tour downunder western Australia. (3) David Wilkinson cnn the duke and duchess 
planted a tree in the memorial garden planting a seed from a lone pine ... (4) An 
aerial photo of Kieran's school at recess the best part for him was the fact he was 
having a cheeky day … (5) an aerial photo of Kieran's school at recess the best part 
for him was the fact he was having a cheeky day …

(GloMatch) 

(1)                        (2)               (3)              (4)                                 (5)

(1) Another prominent attraction is the princess theatre 
along the east end theatre district. (2) As an added bonus we're able to take the ferry 
around millers point from Darling Harbour's nearby Pymont bay terminal. (3) What i
have noticed in Melbourne is that their architectural structures are really enormous 
and very artistic. (4) Perth city from king's park. (5) After spending the morning at the 
jail house we decided to go shopping at a couple of the outlets near by ...

(CRCN+BLSTM+L2)   
(b) (1) (2)   (3)       (4)                    (5)

(1) Princesse's theater a local saw us looking for something to do and advised 
us to rent bikes at the real Melbourne bikes tour. (2) Melbourne is the capital and 
most populous city in the state of Victoria and the second most populous city in 
Australia. (3) What i have noticed in Melbourne is that their architectural structures 
are really enormous and very artistic. (4) Next we took a stroll through the botanical 
gardens. (5) I haven’t written many mid week posts recently which is probably 
because i have usually been using the weekdays to recover …

(1NN)  

Figure 5.4 Examples of sentence sequence retrieval for the topics of (a–b) Australia.

In each set, we present a part of a query image stream (i.e. five uniformly sampled

images), and its corresponding text output by our method and baselines.
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(1) Banyan trees which are native to India are everywhere 
on the big island ... (2) Even a bunch of banana trees. (3) Making our way across the 
crater floor. (4) The Moreton bay fig Jurassic park i was able to get a picture standing 
by one of these magnificent and majestic trees so that you could get a feeling of the 
size of its roots.  (5) For this lab we started with a big scoop of this nasty algae.

(CRCN+BLSTM+L2)   

(1) (2)    (3)       (4)                       (5)(c)

(1) Finally we reached in a gap in the fence and headed out to the 
highway where the bus would pick us up. (2) Last time i actually went in at the boat 
ramp and was surprised to see 2 really nice coral heads just to the left of the ramp 
with quite a few fish on them. (3) Our next stop was rainbow falls in Wailuku river 
state park in the northwest of the city of Hilo. (4) After a dinner of sushi we watched 
the sunset on Waikiki beach and crashed a little early. (5) Luke Jamie Mom Paula and 
Jessi cariding the ferry out to the U.S.S.

(CRCN+BRNN)  

(1) Finally we reached in a gap in the fence and headed out to the highway 
where the bus would pick us up. (2) Even a bunch of banana trees. (3) There's the falls 
back behind us. (4) After a dinner of sushi we watched the sunset on Waikiki beach 
and crashed a little early. (5) For this lab we started with a big scoop of this nasty 
algae.

(1NN)  

(1) Entrance to kings trail and petroglyphs in golf course. 
(2) Petroglyphs like these are all over the site. (3) The holes were made to bury 
umbilical cords to ensure long life for the child. (4) Lava rocks have been stacked to 
make a fence. (5) The kings trail is surrounded by the kings course of the Waikoloa 
beach golf club. 

(CRCN+BLSTM+L2) 
(d) (1)                       (2)                      (3)                        (4)                       (5)

(1) Lava rocks have been stacked to make a fence. (2) From the 
upcoming movie Godzilla. (3) Finally we were rewarded when the petroglyphs 
circles dots and surprisingly letters came into view. (4) Kikaua point park at Kuhio 
south of Hualalai resort is Kuhio an exclusive residential area for billionaires with a 
great man made beach in front. (5) The kings trail is surrounded by the kings course 
of the Waikoloa beach golf club.

(RCN+BRNN) 

(1) Hawaiian volcano observatory scientists say lava could enter a 
different path of steepest descent shown by blue lines. (2) The schools of needlefish 
were pretty cool. (3) The sun has just set and I ' m now writing to you from our lanai 
in near darkness accompanied by the gentle rustling palm trees. (4) Here is the end of 
the canyon from the helicopter. (5) Kaniakapupu ruins trail the singing of the land 
shells back at the car we drove a short ways …

(MLBL-B) 

Figure 5.5 Examples of sentence sequence retrieval for the topics of (c–d) Hawaii.

In each set, we present a part of a query image stream (i.e. five uniformly sampled

images), and its corresponding text output by our method and baselines.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

We proposed a novel approach for retrieving sentence sequences for an im-

age stream. We developed coherence recurrent convolutional network (CRCN),

which consists of convolutional networks for image description, bidirectional

recurrent networks for language modeling, and entity-based local coherence

model for fluent sentence-to-sentence transitions. We collected more than 22K

blog posts with 170K associated images of four topics of NYC, Disneyland,

Australia, and Hawaii, from two popular blog publishing sites, blogspot and

wordpress. With quantitative evaluation and user studies using AMT on large

collections of blog posts, we demonstrated that our CRCN approach outper-

formed other state-of-the-art image captioning methods.

There are several promising future directions that go beyond the current

paper. First, the model can be extended to incorporate other meta-data such

as location, authors, or time to predict better sentence sequences. Second, to

be more practical for general users, we can also add the summarization ability;

because general users usually take a long image stream, possibly consisting of

hundreds of pictures. Thus the current setting of retrieving a single sentence

per image may create too long paragraphs. Finally, it would be also interesting

to explore other domains beyond tourism topics.
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요약

하나의 이야기를 담고 있는 연속된 사진들로부터 그 이야기를 파악하여 연속된

문장들로 표현해주는 모델에 관한 연구이다. 연속된 문장들로 표현하는 방법에는

두가지 방법(생성 혹은 도출)이 있는데 도출의 방법을 택하되, 문장들을 통째로

도출하지 않고, 문장들의 조합을 직접 만들어 점수를 계산하고 가장 높은 점수를

받은 문장조합을 도출하게 끔 설계하였다. 다양성을 높일 수 있고, 더 좋은 문장조

합을찾아낼수있다는장점이있지만,일관성이깨질수있다는단점이있다.이를

위해 일관성을 고려할 수 있는 Local coherence model [16]의 방법론을 도입하여

일관성도 고려할 수 있게 끔 설계하였다.

최종적으로 모델은 연속된 문장을 모델링 할 수 있는 부분과 연속된 사진을

모델링 할 수 있는 부분 그리고 문장들의 일관성을 모델링 할 수 있는 부분으로

구성되었다. 연속된 문장을 모델링 할 수 있는 구성부를 BRNN으로, 연속된 사진

을 모델링 할 수 있는 구성부를 CNN으로 그리고 문장들의 일관성을 모델링 할 수

있는 부분을 Local coherence model로 구성하여 CRCN이라고 명명하였다.

학습에 활용된 데이터는 여행사진과 여행기를 담은 블로그 글이다. 여행기를

올린블로그들은이야기를담고있으면서,연속된사진들을글로써표현해놓은데

이터라고볼수있다.대표적인여행지인 NYC, Disneyland, Australia, and Hawaii

에 대한 여행기들을 직접 수집하여 데이터를 구축하였다.

구축한 데이터로부터 CRCN모델을 학습시켜, 기존의 연구들(이미지에 대한

자연어 생성에 관한)과의 성능을 비교해보았고, 압도적인 차이로 좋은 성능을 보

여줌을 확인할 수 있었다.

주요어: 딥러닝, Recurrent Neural Network, Convolutional Neural Network, 연

속된 사진, 이야기 추출, 일관성, 이미지에 대한 자연어 생성, 자연어 처리

학번: 2015-21243
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